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When The Moon Plays Peek-A-Boo With You.
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Moderato.  
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When a pair gets spoon-y, moon just

Honey stop your pining, cause the
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moon am shin-ing, From the star-lit skies a-

drives them loon-y, When there's kiss-ing on the
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bove,  When the moon he sees—

sly,  He plays se¬cret ser¬vice, makes your

out to tease us, just to spoil our game of love,

gal act ner¬vous, When he winks his moon-beam eye,

Now the

me my la¬dy, down the lane so shad¬dy, There's a

shad¬ows fall¬ing, hear the night owl call¬ing, Tell¬ing

me its time to woo,

rustic bench for two,

Say he'll have a

Moon be¬hind the

When The Moon do. 4.
Chorus.

moon plays peek-a-boo, love I know what to do,

Find a cozy corner for two,

There we'll bill and
For when the moon peeps through the trees don't you hug and squeeze,

Wait for a cloud then kissing's allowed, When the moon plays peck-a-boo with you. For when the